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1. Cut Medium Weight TearAway stabilizer same size as 

background.  Use 505 to hold background and stabilizer 

together. 

2. Mark background to finished size 36 ½ “ x 9 ½ “  with 

fabric marker. 

Use fabric marker, draw horizontal line 10 ½ “ from bottom 
for Mansion placement

Getting Started:  All sewing is straight stitch unless noted.



Mansions

1. Cut out both Mansion pattern pieces and tape together to 

complete roofline.   



2.  Place pattern right side down, on Wonder Under. Trace around 

pattern edge leaving ½” margin. Fuse to wrong side of fabric.  



3.  Cut out Mansions in one large piece. Remove backing.  Center 

Mansions right side up, on background, use horizontal line as guide, 

fuse. 



4.  Use Golden Threads paper, pattern piece, fabric marker and 

straight edge, trace individual Mansions to use as a stitching 

guide. 



5.  Place traced Golden Threads paper directly on top Mansions, 

pin in place.  Stitch all lines through the paper.  Remove paper.



6.  Use pattern as guide, sew vertical, horizontal and angled lines 

onto each building approximately 1/8th apart.     

Note:  The angle of the stitching 

on this picture is correct.  The first 

100 patterns had the top stitch 

angle incorrect.  Sorry…..

HINTS: Draw lines directly onto Mansions 1” apart before 

stitching to help keep sewing lines straight. Use knee bar or 

hover feature.  Use needle down function to travel from 

Mansion to Mansion. Take your time. 

7.  Finish by stitching all Mansion edges several times building 

up thread.



Pre-cut Pearly Gates: Fuse onto background.  

Stitch raw edges 3-5 times building up thread.

Pearly Gates: Place Wonder Under on top gate pattern.  

Trace gates leaving ½ “ margin. Fuse onto wrong side of fabric. 

Cut out Gates.  Remove backing, fuse.  Stitch raw edges 3-5 times 

building up thread.

Cloud Prep: Place Wonder Under on top Cloud pattern.  

Trace Cloud leaving ½” margin.  Fuse onto wrong side of fabric. 

Cut out Cloud.  Fuse onto wrong side of Fusible Fleece, trim.



Pre-Cut Hands:

1. Use cloud for placement, fuse onto background. 

2. Use Golden Threads paper, pattern pieces and  fabric marker, 

trace details. 

3. Place Golden Threads paper directly on top hands, carefully 

stitch details, remove paper.



1. Cut out Hand pattern pieces.  Place patterns right side 

down and trace onto Wonder Under leaving ½” margin.  

2. Fuse onto wrong side of fabric. 

3. Cut out hands, remove backing.  Use cloud for 

placement, fuse.

4. Use Golden Threads paper, pattern pieces, fabric marker, 

trace hand pattern details.   

5. Place traced Golden Threads paper directly on top hands.

6. Carefully stitch details. Remove paper. 

Hands:

Finish up

1.  Fuse Cloud in place.  Sew with blanket stitch.

2. Remove stabilizer, square –up and 

You are done! 

Yippee!!!
Please post on facebook!

https://www.facebook.com/SewManyIdeas/


